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Abstract—The de facto review-involved recommender systems,
utilizing review information to enhance recommendation, have
received increasing interest over the past years. Thereinto, one
advanced branch is to extract salient aspects from textual
reviews (i.e., the item attributes that users express) and combine
them with the matrix factorization technique. However, existing
approaches all ignore the fact that semantically different reviews
often include opposite aspect information. In particular, positive
reviews usually express aspects that users prefer, while the
negative ones describe aspects that users dislike. As a result,
it may mislead the recommender systems into making incorrect
decisions pertaining to user preference modeling. Towards this
end, in this paper, we present a Review Polarity-wise Recom-
mender model, dubbed as RPR, to discriminately treat reviews
with different polarities. To be specific, in this model, positive
and negative reviews are separately gathered and utilized to
model the user-preferred and user-rejected aspects, respectively.
Besides, in order to overcome the imbalance of semantically
different reviews, we further develop an aspect-aware importance
weighting strategy to align the aspect importance for these
two kinds of reviews. Extensive experiments conducted on eight
benchmark datasets have demonstrated the superiority of our
model as compared to several state-of-the-art review-involved
baselines. Moreover, our method can provide certain explanations
to the real-world rating prediction scenarios.

Index Terms—Review-involved Recommendation, Aspect-
aware Recommendation, Review Polarity, Review Imbalance
Problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, posting reviews on e-commerce platforms
has become ubiquitous among online shoppers to share

their purchasing experiences. These textual reviews usually
contain rich semantic information about user preferences and
item attributes, thereby playing an increasingly important
role in recommender systems [1]. One typical benefit is that
reviews enable the machine to effectively exploit more side
information, and receive superior performance as compared
with canonical matrix factorization-based methods [2], as the
latter methods utilize only the sparse rating matrix.

Previous studies on review-involved recommendation
mostly adopt a standard scheme: the user and item documents
are firstly constructed by merging the associated reviews (i.e.,
reviews of the user and reviews for the item), wherein each
textual token is vectorized via word embedding methods [3],
[4]. The two types of documents are respectively processed
via convolutional neural networks to generate the user and
item representations, followed by a matching function (e.g.,
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Excellent, pretty useful, easy
to use and reliable. These
Airpods work well and are
really comfortable to my ears.

They cannot stay in your ears,
come on now and charge
properly. The quality is very
bad.

User-preferred 
aspects 

1. Easy to use
2. Reliable
3. Comfortable

User-rejected 
aspects

1. Unstable
2. Charging fault
3. Bad quality

She prefers… She rejects…

Positive review Negative review

Fig. 1. An example of the opposite aspect information expressed in seman-
tically different reviews.

dot product and Factorization Machines [5]) to predict the final
rating score. Based on this scheme, methods like DeepCoNN
[6], TransNets [7], D-Attn [8], and MPCN [9] have achieved
some improvements over other baselines. Distinct from these
approaches, recent efforts have been dedicated to the review
aspect modeling [10]–[13]. Foremost, the aspect is defined as
follows:

• Aspect - It is embodied with high-level semantics, repre-
senting the attributes of items that users comment on in
their reviews [12]. For example, in the review “ Excellent,
pretty useful, easy to use and reliable. These Airpods work
well and are comfortable to my ears”, the user mentioned
the aspects easy to use, reliable, and comfortable of item
Airpods (as shown in Fig. 1).

In general, these high-level aspect features are firstly extracted
through well-developed tools, such as topic modeling [12],
which are then integrated with the matrix factorization back-
bones [2].

Despite their notable progress, one issue hurts the perfor-
mance of the existing review-involved methods is that the re-
view polarities are not explicitly discriminated, i.e., all reviews
are taken as positive feedback. In fact, users tend to convey
their sentiments in reviews, i.e., higher rating scores often go
with positive reviews, while negative ones meet lower scores
frequently [14]–[16]. Moreover, reviews with different polari-
ties usually contain opposite aspect information. Fig. 1 shows
two opposite polarities of reviews for bluetooth headsets. The
left one implies a positive review, describing aspects of an item
that the user prefers, e.g., easy to use. On the contrary, the right
one is a negative review that reveals unsatisfactory aspects
of an item the user dislikes, e.g., unstable. As illustrated
in Fig. 2, negative reviews are quite common in existing
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Fig. 2. Imbalance illustration of the two-polarity reviews. The left subfigure
shows the ratios of the two kinds of reviews in eight datasets. The right one
shows various groups of users in Yelp. Group1 and Group2 respectively denote
the numbers of users with positive and negative review ratios over 90%, and
Group3 implies the remaining users.

datasets1 2. Simply integrating these two kinds of reviews as
positive will mislead the models to recommend items similar
to the ones with negative reviews in the future. It thus results
in sub-optimal performance and deteriorates the user experi-
ences and faithfulness to the platform. In the light of this,
towards making the recommendation more personalized and
convincing, we aim to distinguish the user-preferred aspects
from the user-rejected ones via explicitly performing polarity
discrimination. Nevertheless, discriminately treating positive
and negative reviews is non-trivial in recommendation, due to
the following facts: 1) It is difficult to effectively exploit the
semantic information of each review word for aspect modeling.
2) How to accurately model the user preferences on both user-
preferred and user-rejected aspects poses another challenge for
us. And 3) there exists severe imbalance regarding different
review polarities in current e-commerce datasets, as shown
in Fig. 2. For instance, some users tend to post much more
positive reviews than negative ones. It therefore exerts adverse
impact on the extraction of aspect information, degrading the
recommendation performance.

In order to tackle the aforementioned issues, we present
a Review Polarity-wise Recommender model, RPR for short,
as shown in Fig. 3, to perceive the review polarity towards
review-involved recommendation. In particular, for user u and
item i, we first leverage their latent factor embeddings to es-
timate two relevance score vectors for both the user-preferred
and user-rejected aspects, whereby each element expresses the
preference degree on the corresponding aspect3. Meanwhile,
traditional topic modeling has shown certain limitations in
leveraging the abundant semantic information. We thus turn to
a TextCNN in parallel on the review sentences. This module
is expected to extract aspect importance as well as provide
some explicit interpretations to the aspect modeling. Finally,
the overall rating ru,i is estimated by subtracting the inner
product of the score and importance vectors on the user-
rejected aspects from the ones on the user-preferred aspects.
Based on this, the positive and negative user preferences are
seamlessly integrated to implement our RPR.

Besides, to overcome the imbalance between positive and

1http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/.
2https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge.
3In RPR model, the aspects are implicit, and the number of aspects are

fixed for all users.

negative reviews, we introduce an aspect-aware importance
weighting module to capture the mapping relationship between
the user-preferred and user-rejected aspect importance. The
assumption is that if users focus on certain aspects they prefer,
they will consistently pay roughly equal attention to the cor-
responding user-rejected ones, and vice versa. In view of this,
according to the correspondence between user-preferred and
user-rejected aspects, RPR constructs a user-rejected aspect
importance offset from the user-preferred aspect importance,
which is further added to the original user-rejected one. In this
way, the two types of reviews mutually enhance each other for
obtaining the aspect importance.

Overall, the main contributions of this paper are summarized
in three-fold:
• We propose a novel recommendation method to extract the

semantic information of user-preferred and user-rejected as-
pects from positive and negative reviews, respectively. To the
best of our knowledge, this work is among the first efforts
to treat reviews with different polarities discriminately in
review-involved recommendation.

• We devise an aspect-aware importance weighting compo-
nent to construct the semantic mappings between user-
preferred and user-rejected aspects. This design has been
proven to be quite effective in solving the problem of data
imbalance between positive and negative reviews.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments on eight benchmark
datasets to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model.
Extensive results demonstrate the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance of RPR. As a side contribution, we have released
the codes, data, and parameters to facilitate researchers in
this field4.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

briefly reviews representative literature from two directions
that are highly relevant to our work. Section 3 outlines RPR
and its architecture, and describes how to optimize RPR.
In Section 4 and 5, we experimentally evaluate RPR and
analyze the evaluation results, respectively. We summarize
the contributions and figure out the potential future research
directions in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Review-involved Recommendation

Recently, exploiting reviews to enhance the recommenda-
tion performance and interpretability has been extensively
studied in literature [8], [17]. Along this line, existing methods
can be broadly classified into two categories. The first category
mainly focuses on the user and item modeling from their sepa-
rately corresponding documents. To be more specific, the user
and item documents are firstly constructed by concatenating
the user-posted and item-received reviews, respectively. And
the word embedding techniques are then adopted to embed the
textual document into a semantic matrix. Normally, a Convo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN) [18] is utilized to extract the
user and item representations from the matrices. Thereafter, a
matching function (e.g., dot product, Factorization Machines)

4https://github.com/hanliu95/RPR.
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Excellent, pretty useful, easy
to use and reliable. These
Airpods work well and are
really comfortable to my ears.

They cannot stay in your ears,
come on now and charge
properly. The quality is very
bad.

Positive reviews

Negative reviews

Ƹ𝑟𝑢,𝑖

User-preferred aspects

Importance Scores

User 𝑢 Item 𝑖

TextCNN + Fully-connected

User-rejected aspects

Importance Scores

TextCNN + Fully-connected

Enhancement
Rating 
predict

Fig. 3. The architecture of our proposed RPR model. From left to right, 1) two parallel convolutional networks are adopted to extract the importance of
user-preferred and user-rejected aspects for user u from u’s positive and negative reviews, respectively. Moreover, to overcome the imbalance problem between
positive and negative reviews, an aspect-aware importance weighting module is appended to align the importance between the two polarities of reviews. 2)
The user-preferred and user-rejected aspect scores of user u towards item i are separately learned. 3) The inner product of the score and importance vectors
on the user-preferred aspects is calculated as the positive score of u towards i, and then the negative score is similarly computed on the user-rejected aspects.
RPR finally employs the subtraction of the negative score from the positive one to estimate the final rating.

can be employed to model the user-item interactions. Methods
like DeepCoNN [6], TransNets [7], D-Attn [8], and MPCN [9]
all adopt the above scheme, obtaining superior performance
compared with the prior matrix factorization ones.

The second category aims to effectively learn the aspects
from reviews for recommendation, namely, the aspect-aware
recommender systems [13], [19], [20]. These methods can
be further summarized into the following two groups. The
first group tries to extract aspects based on the existing NLP
tools for sentiment analysis [20]–[22]. The obtained aspect
representation is then incorporated into a matrix factorization
framework for more accurate recommendation. For example,
EFM [20] and MTER [11] resort to a phrase-level NLP tool
for the aspect-level sentiment extraction. The second group
devises specific internal components, e.g., topic modeling, to
automatically learn explainable aspect representations of users
and items from reviews [12], [13], [23]. In particular, these
internal components are leveraged to achieve the aspect-aware
extraction of the semantic information in reviews. In a nutshell,
compared with the first category, the aspect-aware methods
are capable of extracting high-level semantic features from
reviews, delivering improved results as well as interpretability.

B. Deep Learning in Recommendation

A prevailing trend in recent years has been leveraging deep
learning for recommendation. It is now extensively recognized
that deep learning techniques are capable of modeling the com-
plex and non-linear user-item interactions [24], [25]. Generally
speaking, the success of deep learning in recommendation
mainly comes from two aspects: representation learning and
matching function modeling [26]–[28]. Regarding represen-
tation learning, the entity embeddings, i.e., users and items,
can be greatly enhanced with advanced tools in deep learning.
For example, CNNs are used to enrich the item representation

learning from both texts and images [6], and RNNs show
considerable advantage in session-based recommendation [29].
For the other aspect of matching function modeling, deep
learning methods often utilize multi-level neural networks as
the interaction function to effectively aggregate the low-level
signals. Among these methods, Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
is distinguished with its strong capability to learn both the
second-order and higher-order feature interactions [30].

Notably, the attention mechanism [31]–[33] has been ex-
tensively integrated into recommendation, which demonstrates
promising results and great potentials in existing studies [34],
[35]. For example, ACF [36] introduces a hybrid item-
and component-level attention model. Meanwhile, NAIS [37]
presents a neural attentive item similarity model for item-
based collaborative filtering, enabling itself to identify the
more important historical items in a user profile for rating
prediction. In addition, AFM [38] learns the weights of feature
interactions in factorization machines via the neural attention
networks. Aˆ3NCF [39] introduces a topic model-based atten-
tion method, where the attention module is used to capture the
attentive user preferences on each aspect of the target item.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Preliminaries

In this subsection, we first briefly present the general
framework for the aspect-aware model which exploits reviews
to predict user-item interaction ratings, and point out its
limitation caused by ignoring the review polarity. We then
recapitulate how our RPR model can overcome the issue step-
by-step.

Aspect-aware recommender systems assume that a user-item
rating ru,i depends on user u’s score towards item i on each
aspect a (i.e., aspect score su,i,a) and the importance of each
aspect to u (i.e., aspect importance ρu,a). It is worth noting
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that the aspects are implicitly defined throughout this paper
following [12], [23]. In general, the overall rating ru,i can be
predicted by,

r̂u,i = ρ
>
u su,i , (1)

where the aspect importance ρu ∈ R|A| is estimated based
upon user reviews (A denotes the set of aspects, e.g., {easy
to use, reliable, comfortable} for Airpods), and the aspect
score su,i ∈ R|A| is computed through matrix factorization
relying on user-item interactions. However, the expression
capability of these models is largely limited, since they treat
all aspects as user-preferred and ignore the fact that reviews
can contain negative opinions. This problem may lead to
sub-optimal model performance, degrading the faithfulness of
these methods.

To overcome the above issue, in this paper, we aim to predict
ru,i via differently handling the two opposite polarities of
reviews. One straightforward solution is to divide the aspects
into user-preferred and user-rejected aspects from positive and
negative reviews, respectively. The objective is then formulated
as follows:

r̂u,i = ρ
p
u
>spu,i − ρ

r
u
>sru,i , (2)

where the subtraction of the two scores considers both user-
preferred and user-rejected aspects during the rating prediction
of u towards i. Vector spu,i (sru,i) consists of the estimated
scores of u towards i on the user-preferred (user-rejected)
aspects. ρpu (ρru) denotes the importance vector of the user-
preferred (user-rejected) aspects for u, extracted from u’s
positive (negative) reviews.

Moreover, in order to tackle the imbalance between positive
and negative reviews, we intuitively assume that there exists
a latent correlation of importance between the two kinds of
aspects. We model the correlation to generate the aspect impor-
tance offsets µpu and µru to enhance ρpu and ρru, respectively.
Ultimately, the predictive model of RPR is given as:

r̂u,i = (ρpu + µ
p
u)
>

spu,i − (ρru + µ
r
u)
>

sru,i . (3)

In the following, we will elaborate the proposed RPR
model in three-fold: aspect score estimation, aspect importance
extraction, and aspect importance offset learning.

B. Aspect Score Estimation

Following mainstream recommender models [30], we map
users and items into a latent factor space and represent user
u and item i by latent factor vectors pu ∈ Rf and qi ∈ Rf ,
respectively. According to [40], the interaction between u and
i on each latent factor is characterized by pu � qi, where
� represents the element-wise product between two vectors.
Similar to [12], to leverage the latent factor-level interactions
for aspect score prediction, we introduce two indicator ma-
trices M ∈ Rf×|P| and V ∈ Rf×|R| (where |P| and |R|
are the numbers of user-preferred and user-rejected aspects,
respectively), to associate the latent factors to different user-
preferred and user-rejected aspects, respectively. The weight
vector mx, which is the x-th column of M, indicates which
latent factor-level interactions are related to the score of the
x-th user-preferred aspect. Similarly, the weight vector vy

-3-

wordwordwordj

TextCNN

Fully-connected

Comfortable

Reliable

Easy to use

association

𝜺𝑗 𝝆𝑢
𝑝

User-preferred
aspectsPositive reviews

Comfortable

Reliable

Easy to use

User-preferred
aspects

User/Item 
latent vector

(a) (b)

𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∑(⋅)

Fig. 4. Aspect importance modeling based upon the review words and cor-
relation between aspects and latent vectors. (a) Aspect importance modeling.
Each review word is embedded with TextCNN and Fully-connected layers
to produce semantic embedding ε. The user-preferred aspect importance ρpu
is then estimated via the summation of all the word semantic embeddings
followed by a softmax function. We then associate the largest element εj,1
of εj to its corresponding aspect, i.e., the first aspect is expressed with the
j-th word comfortable. And (b) an exemplar correlation between aspect and
latent vectors. The three elements circled with red boxes in the latent vector
are related to the first aspect comfortable.

indicates which interactions are related to the score of the
y-th user-rejected aspect. Towards this end, we estimate the
scores of the user-preferred and user-rejected aspects via the
following formula,{

spu,i = M>(pu � qi)

sru,i = V>(pu � qi)
, (4)

where spu,i and sru,i represent user’s preference scores on the
user-preferred and user-rejected aspects of items, respectively.

C. Aspect Importance Extraction

We define that the user u’s positive document Dpos
u is

constructed by collecting all the positive reviews posted by
u, and the user’s negative document Dneg

u is built in a similar
manner. It is widely accepted that users tend to comment on
aspects with opposite attitudes pertaining to different polarities
of reviews. In addition, users would individually care more
about certain aspects than others. For example, fashion en-
thusiasts often focus on the user-preferred aspect “fashionable
style” of “clothing” items, as the review words like “fashion
sense” frequently appear in their reviews. In the following,
we mainly detail the formulation on how to extract the user-
preferred aspect importance by word-wise extraction of Dpos

u ,
while the user-rejected one can be obtained in a similar way.

Firstly, we use the pre-trained word embeddings to initialize
the word representations in the positive document, where ej ∈
Rd is the embedding vector for the j-th word, and d denotes
the embedding dimension. We then adopt a CNN model to
extract the contextual information of each word [41], [42].
The convolution layer can be regarded as a tensor K, which
consists of N neurons. Each neuron uses a filter with size
d×c spanning ε = c−1

2 words on both sides of each word. The
latent contextual feature vector for the j-th word is formulated
as follows,

cj = ReLU(Wc([ej−ε · · · ej · · · ej+ε] ∗K) + bc), (5)
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where cj ∈ RN is the latent contextual feature vector for the
j-th word, Wc ∈ RN×N and bc ∈ RN denote the weight
matrix and bias vector, respectively.

Secondly, we focus on how to extract the user-preferred
aspect importance based on the word contextual feature vec-
tors. In fact, some salient words are supposed to contribute
more to the aspect importance modeling of users. For example,
the word “cost-effective” in reviews implies that the user
probably puts more emphasis on aspects like “good price”
and “effectiveness”. In addition, it is natural that if an aspect-
specific word is frequently mentioned in Dpos

u , the user u will
attach more importance to the aspects related to this word.
For example, “delicious” and “yummy” would be repeatedly
written by a user who pays much attention to the “good taste”
aspect. Inspired by this, we develop a fine-grained semantic
extraction network for the aspects. Specifically, we resort to
the fully-connected layers to automatically discriminate the
importance contribution of each review word,εj = ReLU(Wρcj + bρ)

ρpu = softmax(
∑lpos

j=1
εj)

, (6)

where the semantic embedding εj ∈ R|P| is projected from the
j-th word contextual features through a matrix Wρ ∈ R|P|×N ,
bias bρ ∈ R|P|, and the ReLU activation function. lpos repre-
sents the number of words in the user’s positive document, and
ρpu ∈ R|P| is the user-preferred aspect importance, reflecting
the emphasis degree on each user-preferred aspect attached by
user u.

From the above formulation, it can be seen that each element
in the word semantic embedding contributes distinctively to
the aspect importance modeling. In the light of this, we adopt
a loose hypothesis that each aspect associates closely with
certain review words. We hence assume that one word can
express one aspect (i.e., one element in the aspect vector) if the
corresponding element from the word semantic embedding is
the largest, since the dimensions of word semantic embedding
and aspects are the same5. For example, as shown in Fig. 4,
the j-th word, whose first element εj,1 is the largest in the
semantic embedding εj , can be associated with the first aspect.

Based on the same procedure, we can also extract the user’s
importance vector for user-rejected aspects ρru with a similar
module from her/his negative document Dneg

u .

D. Aspect Importance Offset Learning

Though we have obtained the expected scores and the cor-
responding importance distribution for the user-preferred and
user-rejected aspects, it is still insufficient to correctly predict
the overall rating. The reason is that in a practical scenario,
it is common that the objective user u provides much more
reviews from one polarity than the other, referring to Fig. 2.
For a better understanding, we make an extreme assumption
that if user u only posts positive reviews, the learned user-
rejected aspect importance vector ρru would approximately

5We can also use k words to express an aspect with sorting the correspond-
ing element values.

approach zero in RPR. Furthermore, if we leverage the user-
rejected aspect importance vector to predict the ratings toward
the items in aspects the user distastes, the predicted rating
would be unfavorable.

In order to solve the imbalance in reviews with different po-
larities, we propose to construct the relations between the user-
preferred and user-rejected aspect importance. In particular,
we intuitively assume that if a user attaches more importance
to a user-preferred aspect, she/he will correspondingly pose
roughly equal importance to the related user-rejected aspects.
For example, a user pays attention to the user-preferred aspect
of “elegant environment” and has chosen a restaurant, she/he
would similarly care about the user-rejected aspects like “ob-
solete decoration” and “poor sanitary situation”. Based on this
assumption, we leverage an aspect-aware importance weight-
ing module to construct the mapping relationship between the
user-preferred and user-rejected aspect importance.

In order to construct the relationships between two opposite
polarities of aspects, we utilize the common user/item latent
space as a bridge. Given that the aspect is associated with
specific latent factors as shown in Eqn.(4), the related aspects
from the other polarity are expected to be more similar in the
latent space. As weight vectors mx and vy are responsible for
the latent aspect modeling (as mentioned in Section 3.2), RPR
takes these indicator vectors as inputs to the aspect-aware im-
portance weighting module for measuring the similarity among
aspects. Specifically, the following function is employed to
obtain the attention weight of the user-rejected aspect y to
each user-preferred aspect,

φ′y,x = h>a ReLU(Wa(vy �mx) + ba)

φy,x =
exp(φ′y,x)∑
x∈P exp(φ′y,x)

, (7)

where φy,x denotes the attention weight of the user-rejected
aspect y to the x-th user-preferred aspect, and ha, Wa, and
ba are the parameters of the aspect attention network. For
simplicity, we concatenate these attention weights into a matrix
Φ ∈ R|P|×|R|. The y-th column φy of matrix Φ denotes the
attention weight vector of the user-rejected aspect y, whose
x-th element is φy,x.

We take the attention weights as the mapping relationships
between the user-preferred and user-rejected aspect impor-
tance. As for the aforementioned imbalance problem, we can
employ an offset vector as an addition to the user-rejected
aspect importance vector by utilizing the matrix Φ. Thus,
the enhanced user-rejected aspect importance vector of user
u equals, {

µru = Φ>ρpu

ρr+u = ρru + µ
r
u

, (8)

where µru denotes the offset for user-rejected aspect impor-
tance, and ρpu is the user-preferred aspect importance vector
that has already been extracted in Eqn.(6). The y-th element
of the offset vector µru equals the inner product φ>y ρ

p
u, and

the attention weights of the y-th user-rejected aspect on each
user-preferred aspect model a linear relationship, which maps
the extracted user-preferred aspect importance to the objective
user-rejected aspect importance space. In this way, we can
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Fig. 5. The generation process of importance offset for the y-th user-rejected
aspect. The similarity between vy and each column of M is computed via
the attention net, which is then combined with the initial user-preferred aspect
importance vector ρpu.

achieve a more intuitive user-rejected aspect importance vector
of a user from her/his positive reviews indirectly, even if
the negative reviews are inadequate. Fig. 5 illustrates the
generation process of importance offset for the y-th user-
rejected aspect. Similarly, we can obtain the enhanced user-
preferred aspect importance ρp+u , where the process is omitted
due to space limitation. Extensive experiments have demon-
strated that the offset components can effectively resolve the
imbalance problem between the positive and negative reviews,
which will be elaborated in Section 5.2.

E. Overall Objective

Up to now, we have obtained the scores and importance
of the user-preferred and user-rejected aspects, respectively.
The expected rating r̂u,i that user u would give to item i is
computed as follows,

r̂u,i = ρ
p+
u
>

spu,i − ρ
r+
u
>

sru,i . (9)

In this way, both the user positive and negative preferences can
be simultaneously considered and discriminated. The estima-
tion of model parameters is to minimize the rating prediction
error on the training dataset. In this way, the objective function
is,

min
pu,qi,M,V,Θ

1

2

∑
u,i

(ru,i − r̂u,i)2 + β1
(
‖M‖1 + ‖V‖1

)
+
β2
2

(
‖pu‖22 + ‖qi‖22 +

∑
θ∈Θ

‖θ‖22
)
.

(10)

With the minimization of this objective function, all model
parameters can be effectively updated through the gradient
decent strategy. The involved parameters include user and
item latent vectors pu and qi, indicator matrices M and V
from the aspect score estimation module, and the remaining
parameters Θ from the aspect importance extraction and the
aspect importance offset learning modules. ‖ · ‖1 and ‖ · ‖2
respectively denote the l1 and l2 regularization norm, with the
corresponding hyper-parameters β1 and β2. Considering the
fact that l1 regularization yields sparse solution of the weights,
we thus use l1 norm to obtain approximately binary matrices
M and V for better indication ability. The l2 regularization of
pu, qi, and θ prevents these parameters from uncontrollable
values and over-fitting.

Optimization. We leverage the Adam optimization algo-
rithm [43] to learn all the parameters by minimizing the
objective function in Eqn.(10). Note that for training stability,
the parameter is optimized in the following sequence: the user
matrix, the item matrix, the weight matrices, and the remaining
parameters.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we first presented the evaluation datasets, and
then introduced our experimental settings. Finally, we listed
several baseline methods for comparison.

A. Datasets

We conducted experiments on two publicly available
datasets: Amazon1 and Yelp2. The Amazon dataset provides
rich review information with rating scores. In our experiments,
we applied its seven sub-datasets: Musical Instruments, Office
Products, Digital Music, Tools Improvement, Automotive, Toys
and Games, and Video Games. Yelp is a famous online review
platform for business, such as restaurants, bars, and spas. We
selected the dataset from the latest version and used a 20-core
setting to provide a denser dataset. Each record in our datasets
consists of user ID, item ID, rating, and the corresponding
review text. For all datasets, we filtered out the empty-review
records. The target rating score used in these datasets ranges
from 1 to 5. Similar to [44], reviews with rating scores higher
than or equal to 3 are split into positive documents, while the
ones lower than 3 are regarded negative on all datasets. Table I
summarizes the detailed statistics of the evaluated datasets,
where “pos/neg ratio” denotes relative proportions between
positive and negative reviews of each dataset.

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF THE EVALUATED DATASETS.

Datasets Users Items Ratings pos/neg ratio
Musical Instruments 1,429 900 10,262 10.11

Office Products 4,905 2,420 53,258 9.10
Digital Music 5,541 3,568 64,706 5.67

Tools Improvement 16,638 10,217 134,345 6.14
Automotive 2,928 1,835 20,473 9.20

Toys and Games 19,412 11,924 167,597 8.09
Video Games 24,303 10,672 231,577 5.25

Yelp 40,500 58,755 2,024,283 2.70

For each dataset, we randomly split its records into two
parts: 80% for training and the rest 20% for testing. Moreover,
10% records in the training set are randomly selected as the
validation set for hyper-parameter tuning. Note that we slightly
adjusted the training and testing sets to ensure that at least one
record for each user/item would be included in the training
set. The target reviews in the validation and testing sets are
excluded since they are unavailable in the practical scenario.

B. Experimental Settings

Evaluation Metrics. To thoroughly evaluate our model and
the baselines, we adopted the MSE (Mean Squared Error) and
the MAE (Mean Absolute Error) as the evaluation metrics to
measure the rating prediction performance.
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Implementation Details. We implemented our model via
the development tool Tensorflow6. The embedding matrix of
the document is initialized via word vectors which have been
pre-trained in GloVe7 (used 50-d vectors for its efficiency). For
the convolutional layer in the proposed model, the number
and size of filters are set to 50 and 3, respectively. We
utilized the popular approach of Xavier [45] to initialize the
weights in our model. And we adopted grid search to tune the
hyper-parameters based on the results from the validation set.
Moreover, we varied the number of both the user-preferred
and user-rejected aspects within the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, the
dimension of user and item latent factor vectors amongst
{4, 8, 16, 32, 64}, the learning rate amongst {1E-05, 1E-04,
1E-03, 1E-02}, and the size of training mini-batch amongst
{100, 200, 500, 1,000}.

C. Baseline Comparison

We compared the performance of our proposed method
with a series of state-of-the-art recommendation methods. To
summarize, we divided the baselines into three categories. The
first category is interaction-based, including: MF, FM [46],
MLP [30], and NeuMF [30]. The second category is plain
review-involved, including: DeepCoNN [6], TransNet [7],
and MPCN [9]. The last category is aspect-aware, including:
ALFM [12] and CARP [23].

We adopted the publicly available implementations of FM,
NeuMF, DeepCoNN, TransNet, MPCN, ALFM, and CARP in
our experiments. When training all these baseline models, we
set the maximum training epoch to 50 for a fair comparison.
For the interaction-based models, we varied the embedding
size within {8, 16, 32, 64}. All word embeddings in review-
based baselines are initialized using pre-trained word vectors
in GloVe [4] or word2vec [3]8. For the convolutional layer in
the review-based models, the filter size is set to 3, and we
tested various numbers of filters amongst {20, 50, 100, 200}
to select the optimal one. Dropout is appended after all fully-
connected and convolution layers with a dropout rate of 0.2.
For TransNet, we used two transform layers, following the
model setting adopted in the original paper [7]. For MPCN,
the number of pointers is tuned amongst {1, 3, 5, 8, 10}. For
ALFM, we tuned the numbers of aspects and latent factors
following the original paper [12]. For CARP, we took the sug-
gestion in the original paper [23], and set the capsule number
and the predefined threshold value to 5 and 3, respectively.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to validate the effectiveness of our proposed
method, we conducted extensive quantitative and qualitative
experiments to answer the following questions:
• Q1. Can our proposed method outperform both the state-

of-the-art review-involved and traditional recommendation
baselines?

• Q2. How do different components (e.g., the aspect-aware
importance weighting component for learning importance

6http://www.tensorflow.org.
7https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/.
8https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/.

offsets) contribute to the overall performance of our pro-
posed model?

• Q3. How do the key hyper-parameters (e.g., the number of
latent factors) affect our model performance?

• Q4. Can our model provide explicit interpretations?

A. Q1: Performance Comparison

The results of our method and other baselines over the
experimented datasets are presented in Table II. The key
observations can be summarized as follows:
• The recommendation methods from the first category ob-

tain the worst performance on all datasets. And the deep
learning-based methods (i.e., NeuMF and MLP) can achieve
superior performance compared to the factorization-based
ones (i.e., FM and MF), since they can model more complex
interactions than the factorization ones.

• The review-involved methods consistently surpass the
interaction-based ones, demonstrating that reviews contain
valuable side information for accurate recommendation.
Moreover, amongst the review-involved baselines, it is ob-
vious that MPCN largely outperforms both DeepCoNN (D-
CON) and TransNet (T-NET), which mainly benefits from
the fact that MPCN adopts the pointer-based scheme to
filter important reviews for recommendation. Nevertheless,
TransNet outperforms DeepCoNN, since it takes the review
of target user-item pair as the approximation object in the
training process.

• The aspect-aware methods surpass the plain review-involved
ones in most cases. This indicates that capturing aspect-
aware information from reviews is effective. Among these
baselines, the recently proposed CARP model yields a better
result than ALFM. It is because that CARP introduces the
capsule network, which is proposed to model the complex
relations among features, while ALFM employs a general
aspect-aware topic model.

• Finally, we can observe that RPR substantially outperforms
all the baselines on the eight datasets. When comparing with
the review-involved baselines regarding the MSE metric,
its relative improvement is satisfying with gains up to
38.2% (DeepCoNN), 29.6% (TansNet), and 13.9% (MPCN),
respectively. Moreover, it is obvious that RPR consistently
exceeds the aspect-aware baselines by a considerable mar-
gin. Jointly analyzing Fig. 2 and Table II, we observed
that the improvements over the best baseline are more
significant in datasets Digital Music, Tools Improvement,
Video Games, and Yelp, where the negative reviews are more
sufficient. This observation indicates that discriminately
treating reviews with different polarities would promote the
recommendation performance.

B. Q2: Ablation Study

We conducted detailed ablation studies to validate how
each component contributes to the overall performance of our
model. In particular, we compared our proposed model with
the following variants:
• Base: The base refers to our complete model with the

optimal setting.
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON EIGHT DATASETS. THE BEST PERFORMANCE IS HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLDFACE. ∆CA DENOTES THE RELATIVE

IMPROVEMENT (%) OF RPR OVER THE BEST BASELINE CARP. P-VALUE REFLECTS THE T-TEST RESULT OF RPR COMPARED WITH CARP.

Datasets Musical Instruments Office Products Digital Music Tools Improvement
MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE

MF 1.970 1.404 1.144 1.070 1.956 1.399 1.560 1.249
FM 1.167 1.080 1.098 1.048 1.395 1.181 1.320 1.149

MLP 1.082 1.040 1.120 1.058 1.356 1.164 1.351 1.162
NeuMF 1.187 1.089 1.078 1.038 1.334 1.155 1.314 1.146
D-CON 1.286 1.135 0.975 0.825 1.330 1.153 1.248 1.063
T-NET 1.130 0.872 0.951 0.789 1.325 1.052 1.124 0.923
MPCN 0.923 0.860 0.879 0.738 1.291 0.936 1.097 0.912
ALFM 0.891 0.735 0.870 0.758 1.280 0.976 1.065 0.870
CARP 0.879 0.714 0.827 0.686 1.236 0.945 1.069 0.847
RPR 0.795 0.652 0.814 0.641 1.141 0.836 0.987 0.784
∆CA 9.6 8.7 1.6 6.6 7.7 11.5 7.7 7.4

p-value 9.8E-4 5.6E-4 1.5E-3 4.8E-4 1.5E-3 1.5E-3 9.7E-4 4.5E-4

Datasets Automotive Toys and Games Video Games Yelp
MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE

MF 2.080 1.442 1.801 1.342 1.625 1.275 1.738 1.418
FM 1.599 1.265 1.197 1.094 1.656 1.287 1.726 1.414

MLP 1.073 1.036 1.285 1.134 1.576 1.255 1.733 1.416
NeuMF 1.023 1.011 1.210 1.101 1.568 1.252 1.682 1.397
D-CON 1.045 0.931 1.056 0.909 1.307 1.154 1.487 1.342
T-NET 0.963 0.887 1.032 0.782 1.278 1.029 1.466 1.201
MPCN 0.942 0.771 1.036 0.767 1.267 1.026 1.445 1.159
ALFM 0.924 0.765 0.980 0.752 1.245 0.997 1.417 1.073
CARP 0.913 0.712 0.943 0.735 1.238 0.978 1.406 1.079
RPR 0.896 0.703 0.915 0.727 1.142 0.939 1.303 0.986
∆CA 1.9 1.3 3.0 1.1 7.8 4.0 7.3 8.6

p-value 2.6E-3 3.5E-3 1.1E-3 1.4E-3 1.6E-3 9.5E-4 1.0E-3 7.8E-4

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE MODEL VARIANTS ON THE

Automotive AND Video Games DATASETS.
Setup Automotive Video Games
Base 0.896 1.142

Coarse-grained Model 0.952 1.319
W/o Review Polarity 0.949 1.325

Uniform Aspect Importance 0.964 1.330
W/o Importance Offset 0.947 1.384

• Coarse-grained Model: Instead of extracting the word-
wise aspect importance distribution in Eqn.(5), this variant
introduces the max-pooling layer to the convolutional layer
in the base.

• W/o Review Polarity: We removed the components of
distinguishing the positive and negative reviews of the
user, and followed the previous review-involved methods to
collect all the reviews as the user document.

• Uniform Aspect Importance: We replaced ρp+u and ρr+u
in Eqn.(9) with the uniform importance distributions, i.e.,
all user-preferred and user-rejected aspects are assumed to
be equally important.

• W/o Importance Offset: We removed the aspect-aware im-
portance weighting component from the complete model. It
is worth noting that the imbalance problem is not specifically
tackled in this variant.

Table III shows the MSE results of the above variants on the
Automotive and Video Games datasets. First, the word-wise ex-
traction of aspect importance outperforms the document-wise
one, which verifies that the fine-grained semantic extraction
boosts the performance of review-involved recommendation.
Second, we can observe that ignoring the polarities of re-
views will deteriorate the performance, it is thus necessary
to distinguish the positive and negative reviews for review-
involved recommendation. Additionally, it is reasonable for a

user to attach different importance to different aspects of an
item. Thus, uniforming the aspect importance would limit the
modeling capacity of user preferences. Finally, the result of the
last variant reflects that the aspect-aware importance weighting
module in our model can effectively reduce the impact of the
review imbalance.

C. Q3: Effectiveness of Key Hyper-parameters

In this subsection, we analyzed the effectiveness of the key
hyper-parameters in our method for the overall performance.
We primarily focused on the number of aspects and latent
factors (i.e., the dimension of embeddings pu and qi). Fig. 6
shows the performance variations with changing the number
of aspects and latent factors on three datasets.

Number of Aspects. We set the number of latent factors
to 32 for better studying the effect of aspects. With the
number of aspects changing from 1 to 5 as illustrated in
Fig. 6, we observed that the optimal number of aspects varies
with different datasets, which is probably because that users
comment different aspects in reviews for different categories
of items. Additionally, promising performance can be obtained
when the number of user-preferred/user-rejected aspects is
from 2 to 4.

Number of Latent Factors. To study the effect of latent
factors, we fixed the number of user-preferred/user-rejected
aspects to 3. From the Fig. 6, it can be seen that the MSE
decreases with increasing the latent factors, since the rating
prediction is still based on matrix factorization in our model.
Therefore, increasing latent factors can better represent the
user/item, contributing to a more accurate rating prediction.

To visualize the joint effects of aspects and factors,
we presented 3D figures by varying the number of user-
preferred/user-rejected aspects in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, and the num-
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ber of factors in {4, 8, 16, 32, 64} and illustrated the results
of Office Products and Yelp datasets. From Fig. 7, it can be
recognized that the optimal numbers of aspects and factors
are different across datasets. In general, more latent factors
usually lead to better performance, while the optimal number
of user-preferred/user-rejected aspects might depend on the
review details of different datasets.

D. Q4: Interpretability

In our RPR model, a user’s preference on an item depends
on the scores and the importance of both user-preferred and
user-rejected aspects to the user. The importance on user-
preferred/user-rejected aspects is computed by the aspect-
specific semantic embeddings in the user’s positive/negative

reviews. Since we assume one element corresponds to one
aspect, accordingly, review words which hold the largest cor-
responding elements in their semantic embeddings are adopted
as the semantic explanation for this aspect. Table IV records
the positive and negative reviews of a randomly selected user
from the Musical Instruments dataset. In our experiments, we
set the number of user-preferred and user-rejected aspects to 2,
and filtered their corresponding review words. Table V shows
the top 10 aspect words (we removed stop words for better
illustration). Based on this experiment, the two user-preferred
aspects can be semantically interpreted as “Performance” and
“Fine Strings”, and the two user-rejected aspects can be
interpreted as “Poor Quality” and “Crack Sensitive”.

Next, we aimed to study the interpretability of our proposed
model on high and low ratings [11], [47]. From the same
dataset, we chose “item 1” and “item 2”, which are rated
with 5 and 1 by the selected user, respectively. We firstly
obtained the selected user’s aspect importance on the user-
preferred and user-rejected aspects (i.e., ρp+u and ρr+u ), and
then computed the aspect scores on the user-preferred and
user-rejected aspects (i.e., spu,i and sru,i) of “item 1” and “item
2”, respectively. As shown in Table VI, we could observe that
the selected user pays more attention on the user-preferred
aspect “Fine Strings” and the user-rejected aspect “Poor Qual-
ity”. On the user-preferred aspects, we could see that “item 1”
is a better match to the user’s preference compared with “item
2”, because the user-preferred aspect scores of “item 1” are
higher. On the user-rejected aspects, we could observe that
the scores of “item 1” are both negative values. This probably
means that “item 1” has none of these user-rejected aspects.
The scores of “item 2” on user-rejected aspects are positive
values, indicating that “item 2” possesses these user-rejected
aspects in the user’s opinion. This example illustrates that our
proposed model is capable of providing the interpretability for
recommendation from the view of the user-preferred and user-
rejected aspects.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a review polarity-wise recom-
mender, dubbed as RPR, which treats reviews with differ-
ent polarities discriminately. Specifically, RPR simultaneously
learns the scores and importance of the user-preferred and
user-rejected aspects to a user. The final rating is then es-
timated via the mathematical difference of the positive and
negative scores, which are the weighted sum of the relevance
scores with the corresponding importance. To overcome the
problem of imbalanced review polarity, RPR implements an
aspect-aware importance weighting module to effectively learn
the mapping relations for one aspect importance based on the
other. In addition to its remarkable performance over eight
datasets, RPR is also capable of providing explicit explanation
for the recommendation results.

In future, we will apply pairwise learners to strengthen
RPR and validate its effectiveness via extensive experiments.
Moreover, we are particularly interested in discriminating
the user-preferred and user-rejected aspects of multi-media
items [48], which contain abundant aspect information to
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TABLE IV
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE REVIEWS OF A RANDOMLY SELECTED USER FROM Musical Instruments.

Positive Reviews Negative Reviews
...My guitar player had a different lock system, and his $1000 Les Paul
fell to the stage, completely knocking it out of tune. Mine stayed locked
perfectly...

It’s a decent unit, but stopped working completely after about 6 months.
Tried every thing I could, but it’s gone. I would not recommend this
pedal.

These strings are nice and easy to fly over. No buildup,
or residue on your fingers either. I really like this
stuff.

The plastic piece that screws the wire into the end was made
of very thin plastic, and cracked in two within a week of light
use.

Nothing sounds as bright as these strings. I’ve tried many, and
these are the best by far. I know, cause I play guitar really god-
like.

It stopped working after 2 gigs. I’m not sure why, but
it is very frustrating. I guess you get what you pay for
here.

I often use this to record my band’s gigs. Now if they
would make one that will hold a PAR 38 so I can
turn my extra microphone stands into single can lighting
racks!

I expected more from this manufacturer, but I
guess the quality is not the same as it used to
be.

TABLE V
TOP 10 WORDS FOR EACH USER-PREFERRED AND USER-REJECTED
ASPECT OF THE SELECTED USER FROM Musical Instruments. THE

“ASPECT LABELS” ARE ATTACHED BASED ON THE INTERPRETATION OF
THE ASPECT.

User-preferred Aspects User-rejected Aspects
Performance Fine Strings Poor Quality Crack Sensitive

record tried but cracked
system buildup working lasted

gigs fingers stopped unit
stayed extra use months
tune perfectly quality tape
band sounds frustrating piece
guitar strings wire gigs
stuff easy end pedal
stage bright manufacturer work

knocking guitar pay guess
microphone lock decent screw

TABLE VI
INTERPRETATION ON WHY THE USER RATED “ITEM 1” AND “ITEM 2”

WITH 5 AND 1, RESPECTIVELY. THE EXAMPLES ARE OBTAINED BASED ON
Musical Instruments.

Aspects Importance Score (1) Score (2)
Performance 0.992 0.71 0.681
Fine Strings 1.873 0.83 0.752
Poor Quality 1.996 -0.67 0.185

Crack Sensitive 0.967 -0.898 0.723

reflect users’ preferences. Another interesting direction is to
extend RPR to solve the long-tail recommendation problem by
extracting semantic information from the attribute descriptions
of less frequent items, which requires urgent solution for e-
commerce platforms.
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